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INTRODUCTION

The electric power industry has an inordinate history with corruption and other undesirable political and economic behavior. The summer of 2020 reignited this sordid legacy, perhaps in a manner not witnessed since Enron. Topping the list are twin scandals alleged in Illinois and Ohio between legislators and nuclear power plant owners who received legislated subsidies.

In July, Commonwealth Edison (ComEd), a subsidiary of Exelon Corporation, agreed to pay a $200 million fine to avoid prosecution after admitting in court that it directed contracts and jobs to associates of Michael Madigan, the Illinois Speaker of the House of Representatives, in exchange for favorable legislative treatment.\(^1\) In Ohio, federal prosecutors charged Ohio House of Representative Speaker Larry Householder, Householder's advisor Jeffrey Longstreth, former Ohio Republican Party Chairman Matthew Borges and consultant Juan Cespedes with a racketeering conspiracy, money laundering and bribery.\(^2\) The Ohio allegations constituted the more extravagant scheme, claiming that FirstEnergy Corporation funneled $61 million in “dark money” to not only pass a legislative bailout of nuclear power plants, but use the bulk of the funds to defeat a referendum and harass and buy-off signature gatherers opposed to the legislation.\(^3\)

Policymakers should not dismiss these developments as merely the work of a few bad actors, but as the latest evidence of an established behavioral pattern tied to perverse incentives from flawed institutions. The propensity for bad behavior is tied to the structural incentives of political and economic systems. Generally, the stronger the relationship between firms and government officials in determining companies’ net revenues, the more suppliers orient their business development around favorable political treatment and the more likely that policy developments socialize costs and risk on captive customers or taxpayers. Specifically, political science and economic evidence suggest that institutions reinforcing transparent and open market competition result in superior economic behavior and provide an antidote to corruption and lesser forms of political rent-seeking behavior.
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As profit-maximizing enterprises, firms have a base incentive to lower costs and increase revenues naturally (e.g., market acquisitions, productivity gains) or artificially (e.g., subsidies, regulatory processes shielding incumbents from new entrants). The strength of economic and political incentives varies across different institutional arrangements. In the electric industry, the regulatory structure is the primary institutional consideration driving firm behavior. Two paradigms define the base institutional arrangements of the electric industry: regulated, vertically-integrated monopolies and restructured markets, where wholesale generation and retail supply are competitive, but the local distribution segment remains under a regulated monopoly. Figure 1 below shows the current, U.S. institutional arrangement.

Beginning in the 1990s, roughly half the states entered significant efforts to restructure, but today, only 14 states plus the District of Columbia could arguably be considered restructured—with the exception of Texas – did so incompletely. These quasi-restructured states left utility monopolies in a position to supply energy customers on a “default” basis if customers did not shop, and those same monopolies were often indirectly financially tethered to an affiliated company in the competitive generation market. Illinois and Ohio are examples of this kind of half-baked competition. As such, this paper examines political and economic behavior across the regulated monopoly, quasi-restructured and fully restructured models.

REGULATED MONOPOLY INCENTIVES

Industry stakeholders and scholars have recognized that when companies successfully use their political influence to insulate themselves from competition, it creates conditions ripe for cronyism. Specifically, the literature recognizes that the artificial retention of market power by government intervention gives rise to rent-seeking, defined as: “[T]he unproductive resources spent by firms in attempting to influence policymakers.” The regulated monopoly model is uniquely vulnerable to rent-seeking, where the government grants a single company an exclusive franchise in exchange for close scrutiny by state regulators. In this arrangement, state regulators determine what costs are prudent for a utility to incur and determine the rate of return on their asset.
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base; in other words, regulation serves as a substitute for the economic discipline induced by competitive forces. This special state-monopolist arrangement was welcomed by utilities at the onset of the electric industry and remains the industry’s preference today.8

The historic justification for the regulated monopoly model was that electric generation, transmission and distribution appeared to be a “natural monopoly,” whereby only a single entity can provide least-cost service, given characteristics like enormous economies of scale and the inefficiencies of duplicative infrastructure.9 Today, natural monopoly arguments can still be applied to aspects of transmission and distribution infrastructure. However, power generation is not a natural monopoly, as characterized by the underlying economics and noted by sophisticated, energy-intensive customers.10 The fact that the predominate form of power generation remains the regulated monopoly model raises questions over why states retain an economically inferior model and the nature and extent of its economic and political consequences.

The essence of cost-of-service regulation institutionalizes rent-seeking, where securing favorable regulatory treatment lies at the core of a utility’s financial interests. Specifically, utility financial motives are to obtain regulatory support to overcapitalize investments and earn above-market rates of return, subject to political constraints.11 This manifests in a number of ad hoc political behaviors, most notably efforts to secure favorable regulatory treatment for specific utility assets, often in processes to obtain regulatory pre-approval to recover costs for new construction. Prominent, project-specific examples associated with alleged ethics violations from the past decade include:

• In 2010, an ethics scandal erupted over the approval of Duke Energy Indiana’s Edwardsport power plant and that led to the indictment of Indiana’s chief regulator for official misconduct.12 Both the chairman and the president of Duke Energy Indiana were fired, the courts called the actions a “betrayal of [public] trust” and the new power plant increased costs well over one billion dollars compared to alternatives.13

• In 2013, California’s chief regulator held secret meetings with representatives of Southern California Edison, where he allegedly agreed to allow the utility rate recovery of over $3 billion in costs associated with prematurely closing a nuclear facility.14

• In 2019, the Department of Justice announced an investigation into a Southern Company subsidiary, Mississippi Power, related to its failed Plant Ratcliffe facility.15 A construction manager on the project has alleged that the utility engaged in fraudulent misrepresentation concerning concealment of cost overruns and schedule delays that regulators take into account in reviews authorizing cost recovery.16

• In July 2020, the former executive vice president of SCANA Corporation pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit wire and mail fraud in connection to a Department of Justice charge that his false and misleading statements contributed to the company’s success in securing approval from South Carolina regulators for cost recovery on its now-abandoned $9 billion VC Summer power plant expansion.17

Corruption aside, most forms of undue influence from monopoly utilities and “regulatory capture” are legal and routine.18 These can take the form of project-specific initiatives, such as those undertaken by Georgia Power to yield continued support for the Vogtle nuclear power facility, despite billions of dollars in cost overruns, years of delays and the bankruptcy
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of the lead contractor.19 Another well-documented case is Entergy Louisiana, which deployed paid actors masquerading as concerned residents to offer public comments in support of a new Entergy power plant proposal.20

The value of a favorable regulatory environment is so integral to monopoly utilities’ business models that they not only engage in ad hoc rent-seeking but extensive systematic political behavior. A common practice is robust political campaign financing and conditional philanthropic contributions. For example, an August 2020 report from the Illinois Governor’s office identified that Illinois utilities currently “make substantial ‘charitable’ contributions each year to various foundations, golf outings, and other community events, often to curry favor with elected officials.”21 This prompted Gov. Pritzker to recommend new transparency and ethics requirements to “prohibit utility companies from recovering charitable contributions, which are often used to bolster their political power at ratepayers’ expense.”22

This behavior extends far beyond a few anecdotes. One report found that the philanthropic contributions of 10 leading monopoly utilities exceeded $1 billion from 2013-2017, with a considerable portion going to recipients with “strings attached” to extract political action from their grantees that favor the utilities’ regulatory positions.23 The study concludes that some utilities extort community groups, such as DTE Energy’s charitable giving to faith-based and social organizations that in turn support various utility proposals before Michigan regulators.24

Utilities also tailor their political activity to the political incentives of regulators. In states where regulators are elected, monopolies have a strong incentive to influence the electoral process. For example, Arizona Public Service company back-channeled millions in “dark money” to influence the election of Arizona Corporation Commission members.25 In states where regulators are appointed, utility lobbying tends to route through the governor’s office to indirectly influence regulators without violating ex parte rules.

If anticipated regulatory scrutiny proves too strict, monopoly utilities often engage in legislative activity to bypass regulatory oversight. This includes securing rate freezes to avoid rate cases when the utility is over-collecting from customers and obtaining project approvals that circumvent regulatory certification of public need processes. For example, Xcel Energy secured legislation in 2017 to build a natural gas plant “without having to go the traditional route of gaining approval from Minnesota utilities regulators.”26

The full suite of behavior is on display in Virginia, where Dominion Energy secured a rate freeze and legislative approval for an offshore wind project that the state regulatory body opposed.27 A recent report found that Virginia monopoly utilities enabled an environment where the legislature makes decisions typically reserved for the state regulator in ratemaking processes, resulting in utility earnings exceeding their authorized profit margin.28 The Virginia Poverty Law Center identified that under this construct utilities “enjoy virtually no risk as a business because all risks are shifted to their customers to pay out of pocket, and they enjoy rewards in the form of excess profits without adding value to their service.”29

The key takeaway is that such political behavior is a predictable outcome of the institutional environment of monopoly utility regulation. The “rent-seeking strategies and the political maladies” of such institutional arrangements have been studied for decades by regulatory economists.30 As a matter of industrial organization, scholars became particularly concerned about rent extraction incentives under asymmetric information, where firms hold an information advantage
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over the regulators “substituting” for competition.31 Given the exceptional rise in the complexity and heterogeneity of power generation resources along cost and performance parameters, the information asymmetry problem may face a step-function increase in the future.32 For example, some regulators and utilities are flagging the inability to determine the type and amount of balancing services that are prudent to acquire through utility resource planning processes.

As the economic advantage of competitive generation increases, the political response from incumbent monopolies is becoming evident in the face of consumer pushback. Incumbent monopolies leverage their unique relationships with regulators, legislators and civil society grantees as a means to protect their competitive moat. For example, monopoly utilities have been active in ballot initiatives to convince consumers to vote against the introduction of competitive supply and consumer choice. This includes a deceptive ballot initiative backed by Florida utilities to deny competition from third-party solar providers.33 Likewise, a fierce campaign to defeat a consumer choice initiative in Nevada, where the incumbent utility spent over $60 million in a counter-campaign and creatively courted labor and environmental groups.34

This incentive is unlikely to change, considering these entrenched interests benefit from a guaranteed complete market share at rates of return above those of competitive generators.35 Further, the long-term outlook for power commodities remains bearish and the cost curve for new technologies is declining. Such conditions are a major deterrent for monopolies to welcome a transition to markets, unlike the first wave of restructuring conditions. However, this makes a far stronger economic and governance quality case for using competitive markets to drive investment in an era of massive capital stock turnover.

DISTRIBUTION MONOPOLY INCENTIVES UNDER RESTRUCTURING

In response to the historic shortcomings of the regulated monopoly model, Illinois and Ohio joined Texas and most states in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast in the 1990s in beginning to restructure their electricity industry. Generation investment decisions under the competitive model immediately improved risk management, lowered costs and mirrored economic fundamentals. After about a decade of transition policies, the rates in market states showed downward pressure while they continued upward in monopoly states.36 Retail choice markets developed unevenly, however, reflecting the departure of state implementation from the original restructuring blueprint.

A key component of “textbook” electricity restructuring was to functionally separate competitive and non-competitive services.37 The policy objective was to isolate the regulated distribution monopoly to prevent subsidies from flowing through to the company’s affiliates in the competitive wholesale market. Scholars emphasized the need to “quarantine the monopoly” for distribution services, after the concept originated in the 1980s to avoid the anti-competitive effects of the AT&T monopoly from extending its regulated monopoly into an open marketplace.38

Two key debates emerged over how to isolate the monopoly:

1. Whether the monopoly should provide default service in the competitive retail market.
2. Whether the distribution monopoly’s parent company should be required to divest its generation assets or shift them to an arms-length affiliate.

The literature found that most restructured states, including Illinois and Ohio, failed to isolate the monopoly in large part because they retained the monopolist’s role as a default retail service provider that erected an artificial cost of entry for retail competition.39 Figure 2 below provides a representation of the differences in corporate structure fully restructured and quasi-restructured models. The literature has remained ambiguous on the second debate until recently. Recent developments not yet reflected in the literature have
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shown that only thorough divestiture has been fully effective in isolating the monopoly.

Generally, all restructured states except Texas retained the distribution monopoly utility’s role as the default supplier of retail service. Even if the default supplier does not profit from the service, it necessarily makes the distribution monopoly a large procurer of energy. This enables a convenient conduit for regulatory or legislative reforms to funnel revenue to competitive generators. However, whether distribution monopolies have the incentive to exploit this web of entanglements depends on their corporate structure.

Illinois and Ohio permitted the parent companies of distribution monopolies to shift their generation assets into affiliate companies. All did so, except for Duke Energy Ohio, which divested its generation. In both states, the parent companies subsequently leveraged their distribution monopoly holding to benefit their competitive generation holding, sometimes leveraging unique mechanisms for securing regulatory subsidies, such as retail rate stabilization riders, or harnessing the lobbying advantage held by incumbent utilities relative to new entrants, such as unique social capital and a political branding advantage. The latter is difficult to empirically demonstrate, but it appears the incumbents utilized their political capital advantage to subsidize themselves. However, the subsidy vehicles arising from an entangled monopoly can more concretely influence rent-seeking behavior.

Ohio and Illinois
Ohio provides an excellent natural experiment. The state used regulated generation cost recovery mechanisms through the restructuring transition period and enabled cross-subsidization thereafter, topping $14 billion from 2000-2016. Once this cardinal rule of restructuring was violated—which subsidized competitive generation through a company’s regulated distribution affiliate—it legitimized an ongoing campaign for additional generation subsidies.

In 2016, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio approved additional subsidies for American Electric Power (AEP) and FirstEnergy Corp. that would have cost billions of dollars had the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) not stepped in to require federal review of the power purchase agreements between regulated and deregulated affiliates. The FERC did not approve nor deny the transactions, but required the companies submit the transactions for review of affiliate abuses. This occurred under FERC rules intended to prevent competitive generation companies from undermining competition by profiting from their monopoly affiliates. But these rules do not remedy the opportunity for it in the first place, which exists because the default supply role is housed within the corporate structure of the monopoly.

After the FERC’s decision, both companies withdrew their applications from review, likely reflecting their anticipation that the FERC would raise anti-competitive, affiliate abuse concerns. After the FERC setback, the companies pivoted the subsidy campaign back to the Ohio legislature. It culminated in 2019 with the passage of House Bill 6, led by FirstEnergy Corp. and AEP, which bailed out uneconomic power plants at the core of the alleged scandal.
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In the Ohio case, the lesson of Duke Energy is critical. The divesture of nearly all generation by Duke Energy removed the instrumental interest to recover generation costs via riders, or cross-subsidies. Scholars have recognized for decades that statutory ambiguity and a high level of discretion for implementers—public utility commissions in this case—cultivate rent-seeking. Ohio researchers found two faulty implementation steps: the creation of corporate—not functional—separation plans that permitted arms-length competition generation and distribution monopoly affiliates; and distribution utilities were granted wide discretion to implement retail tariffs. This created a rent-seeking incentive structure to offset wholesale generation losses with revenues from non-bypassable retail charges, whereas a textbook implementation of restructuring would have privatized the losses and shielded customers.

Ohio researchers flag the political economy challenges of restructuring to avoid welfare transfers to utilities, where the problem resides with eliminating “complicated vestigial relationships and political pressure between utilities and regulators.” No comparable, peer-reviewed research is available for Illinois or other states, but the Ohio results delineate the rent-seeking associated with monopoly entanglements, which should hold external validity for other states. It also appears that the political economy challenge carries to state legislatures but remains untested in the literature.

In Ohio and Illinois, the legislative rent-seeking efforts to benefit generators were spearheaded by parent companies holding an incumbent distribution monopoly. The FBI affidavit and indictment specified utility holding company FirstEnergy Corp. as the primary conduit for $60 million in payments, while FirstEnergy officials have long sought to differentiate the corporation from its affiliates. In the Illinois investigation, the distribution monopoly ComEd struck the plea but the legislation named in the indictment primarily benefited the parent company holding competition generation assets. This infers a strategic move by the parent company to use the political capital advantage of its distribution monopoly subsidiary to benefit its generation holdings. Despite the investigations and political controversy, ComEd’s parent company, Exelon Corporation, continues to leverage its successful culture of clientelism—referred to as an “old-fashioned patronage system” in the last court filing—to pursue additional rent-extracting reforms.

The Ohio and Illinois experiences stand in sharp contrast to Texas. It is the only jurisdiction to isolate the distribution monopoly by ensuring it does not have generation affiliates or a role in the provision of retail energy supply, which is handled exclusively by unaffiliated retail electricity providers (REPs). Rice University’s Baker Institute found that once utility monopolies in Texas were removed altogether from competitive lines of business—both generation and retail—additional economic gains were unlocked and flowed to customers, even beyond those attributable to competition between generators alone. The study found evidence for the hypothesis that greater political influence reduces competition, causing prices to diverge from marginal costs, reflected in cross-subsidies between groups. Altogether, this supports the finding that isolating the monopoly is not only the most effective approach to cultivate robust retail competition.
competition, but it also appears to play an integral role in deterring rent-seeking.\textsuperscript{58}

**Proper Distribution Regulation**

Textbook restructuring still leaves the challenge of proper distribution monopoly regulation. Many elements of this are outside the scope of this paper, however, the most salient aspects are to enable competition at the periphery to improve economic outcomes and reduce rent-seeking tendencies of the insulated monopolist. Containing distribution monopolies begins with avoiding extending the monopoly arm into competitive services spaces. For example, even in Texas, distribution monopolies have made extensive attempts to own customer-sited energy storage or electric vehicle charging infrastructure.\textsuperscript{60} Even elements of distribution-level service traditionally considered a natural monopoly can utilize competitive procurement or more organic forms of market competition. Improving the transparency of distribution system planning and operations would lay the groundwork for a distribution-level market that fosters distributed resource integration.\textsuperscript{60}

No state is a model for proper distribution system planning and operations. For instance, enabling competitive distribution-level services stands at the new frontier for competition in Texas, the only fully restructured state in the country.\textsuperscript{61} REPs have the proper incentive structure to customize cost-saving and value-adding financial and physical asset services to their customers, which distribution monopolies lack. Some competition-enhancing reform concepts are better developed, such as how to cultivate better third-party supplier access for end-users to host distributed resources. Other concepts are more novel, such as the suggestion to put the monopoly franchise licenses out to bid.\textsuperscript{62} Such introductions of competition should inject a degree of economic discipline and deter rent-seeking by privatizing some investment and asset-management risks.


**Takeaways**

The key lesson is that the failure to isolate the distribution monopoly retains conduits for rent-seeking. It contaminates the competitive component of the industry with the perverse incentive structure of monopoly regulation that states sought to correct by restructuring. Once exploited—as evidenced in Ohio and Illinois—through cross-subsidies in default service and rate stabilization riders, it affected the political culture by legitimizing the role of government to subsidize competitive generation via regulated monopolies, which then spread to other subsidy vehicles.

This is consistent with the broad literature, which finds that when government creates budget transfers to a regulated firm it introduces the risk of rent-seeking.\textsuperscript{63} In theory, this institutional arrangement would affect the “bribing equilibria,” for which some limited literature exists.\textsuperscript{64} Additional research that constructs counterfactuals would be ideal. However, the preliminary evidence clearly indicates that the cases of Ohio and Illinois demonstrate that the failure to isolate the monopoly increased the propensity for rent-seeking behavior.

Only Texas has isolated the distribution monopoly effectively. All states, including Texas, are nowhere near a mature regulatory architecture for competitive distribution services. First steps include proper distribution system planning and operations that provide the transparency to signal resource value, upon which subsequent rules can create platforms that enable competition for distribution-level services.

**COMPETITIVE GENERATION INCENTIVES**

Successfully isolating the monopoly is only a partial solution for rent-seeking. State and federal institutions remain vulnerable to rent-seeking arguments even in properly structured systems, where the concentrated interests of uneconomic, legacy generation owners have far greater motive to politically organize than the dispersed interests of consumers and taxpayers. This lobbying asymmetry is exacerbated during periods of large, dynamic shifts between competitive relationships within an industry. Paradoxically, markets perform best when facilitating greater turnover in capital stock, but it also presents the greatest risk for rent-seeking by uneconomic incumbents.

Improving the quality of information available to industry stakeholders and policymakers helps overcome the lobbying asymmetry and deters rent-seeking in every institutional...
arrangement, including a fully restructured one. In particular, analyses of the effects of subsidies typically only evaluate the direct costs and economic welfare deadweight loss. Generally, the economic arguments against monopolies in the literature are twofold: the conventional argument of economic deadweight loss of inefficient resource allocation and the social cost (i.e., rent-seeking). The social cost appears to be far less examined. The social cost of retaining monopoly vestiges in quasi-restructured states appears completely unexamined.

The social costs of increasing the propensity for and consequences of rent-seeking behavior—a so-called “subsidy culture”—have rarely been quantified. It is typically ignored in analyses and policy discussions. For example, analyses of the social costs of nuclear retirements and subsidies tended to focus exclusively on environmental considerations and ignored the consequences of undermining the quality of governance institutions. However, practitioners and some scholars have recognized the deleterious effects of state subsidy cultures on governance quality and economic outcomes.

The health of electricity markets depends on unwinding the subsidy regime. It is tempting for policymakers to second-guess market outcomes, especially with ever-sophisticated modeling which leads to an “ex ante illusion.” But such central planning exercises miss unforeseen consequences. This explains why durable, adaptive frameworks that facilitate decentralized decision-making put resources to their greatest use. It is naïve to believe subsidies could be eliminated but, at minimum, where they are a foregone conclusion they should be “specific in purpose, minimal in duration and should be extended only where there is a valid market failure, all to reduce the likelihood of broader subsidy metastasis.”

The subsidy machines in Ohio and Illinois reflect state officials responding to parochial interests and failing to appreciate the institutional context. Notably, the history of bailout policy reveals that “early bailouts set a stage that makes


subsequent requests for assistance more difficult to resist.”

In 2016, the administrator of the wholesale power market covering the affected Illinois and Ohio plants warned that subsidies would create entrenched interests that perpetuate an ongoing cycle of subsidization, which is illustrated in Figure 3. The independent monitor of that market put it more succinctly in warning state legislatures that “subsidies are contagious.”

In part, the disregard for these warnings may reflect a decline of institutional knowledge, as the legislative and regulatory institutions that initiated restructuring have since experienced major staff turnover. In contrast, Texas has exhibited exceptional political discipline to let markets drive investment decisions, which has resulted in a wide range of stakeholders considering it the gold standard. Institutional learning, with a special appreciation for applied political economy and public choice, must be enhanced dramatically outside Texas if a culture supportive of liberalized electricity markets is to flourish.

Far more research and policymaking attention must be paid to current institutional contexts, even at the most elemental level. For example, leading proponents of nuclear plant subsidies in New York were dismissive of adverse effects because they believed power generation was still regulated as a natural monopoly, despite the fact New York restructured.

Some institutional considerations are more complex, including integrating the social cost of subsidies into analyses. This is fodder ripe for research agendas such as the new Cronyism and Corporate Welfare research initiative, which seeks a “better empirical understanding of cronyism and rent-seeking, as well as its policy, political, and economic efficiency implications.” The infusion of industrial policy, which is a common justification in electricity policy rent-seeking, makes it especially important to convey to policymakers why it is generally viewed unfavorably by economists.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper underscores how the perverse incentive structure of monopoly regulation institutionalizes extensive rent-seeking behavior, but a quasi-restructured market retains major vulnerabilities. Specifically, systems of half-baked competition like Illinois and Ohio failed to isolate the monopoly, which enabled conduits for rent-seeking. A properly restructured industry, such as Texas, reduces the opportunity and strength of financial incentives for rent-seeking considerably. However, it is not immune from it.

Based on these findings, policymakers and regulators should prioritize the following:

1. **Restructure properly: isolate monopolies to distribution services only.** As regulated states recognize that power generation is not a natural monopoly, they should prioritize thorough generation divestiture and remove the distribution utility from providing default retail service. Quasi-restructured states need to finish the job. State statutory language should clarify that functional, not merely corporate, separation is necessary, such as that in the Texas Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995. Cross-subsidies between distribution utilities and generators should be prohibited, and regulators should be tasked to identify, report and remedy any residual, vestigial relationships.

2. **Regulate distribution monopolies properly.** State statutes should clarify that regulators should seek to facilitate competition wherever possible and contain monopoly creep. Regulators should improve the transparency of distribution system planning and operations and lay the groundwork for an emerging distribution-level market that fosters distributed resource integration. In addition, states could explore putting monopoly franchises out to bid to improve economic and political outcomes.

3. **Remain disciplined.** Routinize legislative and regulatory reports with the objective of enhancing market information rather than second-guessing competitive forces. Policymakers should aim to cultivate political cultures that understand electricity commodity markets, especially by emphasizing analysis of incentive
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structures and accounting for the full costs of subsidies in research agendas, in order to build resistance to ad hoc and systematic rent-seeking interests.

As policymakers seek to accelerate the pace of capital stock turnover in power generation, they must remain cognizant that doing so under current institutional arrangements elevates the risk of generic rent-seeking and acute corruption. One pro-market consumer advocate recently noted that the entrenchment of monopolies in legislative and regulatory processes increases the opportunity for corruption, especially with billions to be spent on efforts to decarbonize the sector. They note that under current institutional arrangements: “[C]ustomers will continue to be victims of scandals [but if] competition and good governance prevail, customers and the environment stand to benefit.”

This makes institutional reforms to maximize transparency, accountability and fair competition in electricity generation, retail and distribution services all the more critical. The silver lining of scandals is that they can motivate productive reforms. Encouragingly, in the wake of the ComEd scandal, an August 2020 report recognized the need to restore public trust and address the causes of bad utility behavior. In monopoly states, the economic and political consequences of boondoggle projects appear to be an especially potent motivator of calls for electricity market liberalization not witnessed at a scale since the first onset of restructuring. The political integrity and economic outperformance of Texas—the only state to follow the restructuring blueprint fully—attracts increasingly favorable reviews from environmental, free market, competitive suppliers and consumer groups alike.

The recent scandals in Ohio and Illinois should serve as a wake-up call to other quasi-restructured states, especially in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, where similar conditions exist. Stakeholders in New Jersey, which adopted $300 million in annual subsidies to prevent three nuclear plants from closing after a bitter legislative battle, are questioning whether there was undue political influence in their state in light of the Ohio and Illinois scandals. Meanwhile, regulators in Connecticut are examining nuclear subsidies as electric rates rise rapidly. Although current attention emphasizes nuclear subsidies, rent-seeking behavior is applicable to any generation fuel or technology class, especially those struggling to compete under expected market conditions.

The Illinois and Ohio scandals and lesser forms of rent-seeking have a common theme: government policy works best when aligning incentives with productive firm behavior. Electric competition is not merely an antidote for bad behavior. It is an essential pathway to restore public trust and accelerate an economical energy transition that drives innovation and emissions reductions.
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